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It seems this morning like the Lectionary has jumped the gun. 
 Our Stewardship season does not begin for another four weeks, 
  yet here we are with a story in Luke  
   about the proper use of wealth. 
 
For several weeks we have been doing  
 what we always do during this long sweep of Ordinary time,   
  journeying with Jesus toward Jerusalem,  
   listening to his teaching on what it means to be his disciple. 
The closer Jesus gets to Jerusalem 
 the more urgent and intense the teaching becomes. 
Luke more than any other gospel writer is interested in wealth 
 and it’s at this point in Jesus' journey that Luke places 
  a sequences of stories about possessions and  
    how disciples should and shouldn't use them.  
"Use" is the key word.  
 Hoarding wealth or wrongly taking it from other people  
  are at the top of Luke's list of don'ts.    
It's in Luke that we hear Mary sing that  
 God has lifted the lowly and sent the rich empty away.  
Only in Luke's version of the beatitudes  
 does Jesus add the words "Woe to you who are rich,  
  for you have received your consolation. 
   Woe to you who are full now for you will be hungry."i   
 Meaning not that what you have will be taken away, 
  but that the money and things you don't use well and share   
   will prove to be as nothing 
    compared to the rich joys of the kingdom of God.  
Luke's gospel alone gives us the story of the rich fool 
 who packs away his hoard in a warehouse,  
  only to die the next day.  
Luke further warns about the pointlessness of anxiety, 
 and offers advice to guests and hosts about generosity  
  of both spirit and goods.ii  
Of the four evangelists Luke clearly cares the most  
 about wealth and the dangers of attachment to goods and wealth. 
At the same time though, he recognizes that wealth is neutral. 
 Having plenty of money and even the status that can come with it 
  are not bad things in themselves. 
   Trusting in money and status that’s the danger. 
    For in the end those who put money about God  
     will end up empty, hungry, their consolation long over. 
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Today's story is the wonderfully strange parable of the unjust steward, 
 or the dishonest manager as it's also known.   
Make no mistake, the guy is underhanded. 
 Some commentators try to make him out to be better than he is 
  by saying the kickbacks he gives his employer's customers 
   were his own commission, but nothing in the story itself says that.iii 
No, he is giving away prophets that aren’t his to give, 
 and he’s falsifying the account books before he hands them in. 
  That way he'll be in good with those people  
   so that when he loses his job, 
    he will have folks who will offer him a couch to sleep on.  
   
But let's back up.  
 Jesus is talking to his disciples, he’s telling them stories  
  about what true discipleship is like. 
   There is no crowd of onlookers here. It's just us. 
When the story opens a rich man has heard 
 that his manager—his steward— 
  has been squandering the rich man's property. 
It doesn't really matter whether the manager  
 is being accused of theft or just bad management. 
  In the story his firing is presented as a done deal. 
   "Give me an accounting, because you're done." 
We get a rare moment of interior dialogue, which almost never happens in the bible, 
 as the steward says to himself, 
  "I'm too scrawny to dig ditches and I'm ashamed to beg."iv  
   It's a particularly unflattering, but honest, piece of self-assessment,  
    and that’s where the honesty ends. 
His solution is to go to the rich man's customers and slash their bills. 
 He's stealing profits from the business, no question, 
  but he's creating tremendous good will for himself.  
The customers know what he's up to, 
 so the idea that one of them might give him a job seems unlikely 
  but at least he has a group of folks who are now indebted to him 
   for the ways he has cut their expenses. 
 
The big surprise is that Jesus actually applauds the dishonest man's savvy! 
 Not his dishonesty, mind you, but his cleverness 
  in choosing a course of action with his own future in mind.  
Would that the children of light—would that we disciples— 
 be savvy and clever enough  
  to use our actions and choices in life   
   toward the goals and ends of the kingdom of God.  
Jesus admires the clarity of purpose with which   
 dishonest manager makes a group of people feel indebted to him. 
  They will owe him a favor when he's out of a job next week. 
How are we using our gifts and skills, our savvy and experience? 
 Are we building relationships that create permanent bonds? 
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   That extend the awareness of God's love and grace? 
    Not through favors that leave people indebted to us, 
     but through acts of friendship, care, help, solidarity, 
      things that bind us to each other because we are all the same 
       not because one has something over on the other. 
The last lines all use the idea of smaller to larger  
 to make a single point: 
  We really do have to see where our allegiance lies, 
   with our consumer culture and it's worship of more, more and more 
    or with lives of relationship with God and neighbor  
     that will never falter and never leave us feeling empty of meaning. 
 
Fred Craddock writes that many Christians are offended by this parable, 
 with it's admiration for the dishonest man's use of his financial gifts. 
  You and I both know, however, that people really do admire 
   anybody who is super clever with money. 
Everybody in this room knows the names of people         
 simply because  they have a ton of money, 
  most of us don’t know how they got the money but we know their names: 
   Rockefeller, Vanderbilt, Gates, Buffet,  
    Zuckerberg, Walton, just to name a very few.   
 
The movie about the economic crash of 2008, The Big Short  
 was a huge hit last year. 
It was based on a non-fiction book, by Michael Lewis, written in 2010,v  
 of the true story of a group of men  
  who saw instability and greed in the housing market  
   and they decided to make a killing by betting against the housing market  
    before what they saw as the inevitable crash. 
Now, I don't understand anything about bundling sub-prime loans, 
 credit-default swaps or collateralized debt obligations. That’s not my area. 
  But these guys did, and they also knew  
   that what was happening should have been stopped, 
    and that it wasn't being stopped within the industry 
     because so many people  
      were making so much money.  
The 2015 film was marketed to audiences as a story  
 about underdogs and outcasts who beat the system,  
              a narrative of regular guys profiting off  
   the corruption of big banks. 
But there is no question that it is also a story  
 about brilliant minds who predicted the housing crash  
  and did absolutely nothing to try and stop it.vi     
 
That's the guy Jesus is admiring. 
 Wow he says. Wow. What would it be like 
  if my disciples used that kind of brilliance and foresight 
   for the purposes of God instead of for themselves.  
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We know what happens when people don't put God's purposes first. 
 There’s a moment in the movie, and again these are real people, 

 when an older man guides the $1 million-investment,      
  of two really young guys fresh out of college,       
   and turns it into $80 million of profit from the crash. 

On the day months before the crash 
 when the initial million dollar investment is made, 
  the two younger men began to dance in celebration, 
   The older character, based on real-life banker Ben Hockett,  
    quietly tells them stop it. 
 "Do you have any idea what you just did?"  
  says the Hockett character who was played by Brad Pitt. 
   "You just bet against the American economy.  
    If we’re right, people lose homes. People lose jobs!... 
     Every one percent unemployment goes up,  
      forty thousand people die, did you know that?"vii 
   “No”, said the two young men. “Don’t dance”, said Hockett. 
 
When I went this week to remind myself about the plot of the movie 
 my eye fell on one reader’s comment beside the review in The New York Times: 
 
  I can’t read the books, see the movies,  
  or read articles about this horrendous boondoggle.  
  Why? My former military officer husband “bet” all of our savings  
  (For me 35 years of 80 hrs/wk jobs) on high risk stocks. 
  We lost it all; we also both lost our jobs  
  along with millions of other people despite the fact  
  that we both have doctorates.  
  After a year of hundreds of job applications  
  and absolutely no interviews--Hey we were both over 55!-- 
  and his spiral into depression, he completed suicide.  
  …What do I have left? I volunteer as an MD in free clinics  
  and I would visit my husband’s grave  
  but it’s in the National Cemetery of the Pacific  
  and I can’t afford to fly “home” to Hawai’i anymore.viii 
 
As I said I know nothing about high finance 
 or even whether the book and film about what happened in 2008 
  are considered to be on the mark at all, maybe not. 
What they do signify is the awe, even the reverence, in which we hold those 
 who are good with investments and money. 
  What matters today is the word  
   that whatever savvy or insight we have 
    should be used for God's purposes, and not simply for personal gain.  
 
The words from the writer of Timothy  
 are the alternative Jesus is proposing, 
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  using our savvy, gifts, time and skill for life in God. 
First of all, says the writer, pray, give thanks—for everyone! 
 For political leaders and the guy next door. 
  Pray God's blessing and help on political leaders  
   so that all lives can be lived in peace and dignity, 
    not in chaos, collapse, or fear. 
The one true thing is not the latest investment trend 
 but the good news of God's reign 
  revealed by Jesus' death and resurrection.  
   Isn’t it great that he has to say, It’s true, I’m not lying. 
 This is the insight that will last. 
  This is what we should be living for  
   and living in and toward each and every day. 
Handle everything you have as if it had eternal consequences 
 —because it does.ix 
It’s not, not, not a means for getting to heaven, it’s never that, 
 You handle things as if they had eternal consequences, 
  because the heavenly kingdom is a gift that is already here 
   but it's going to stay invisible to those who try to bank it 
    instead of live in it. 
Because it really is possible to manage goods  
 in ways appropriate to the kingdom of God! 
Life consists of a series of seemingly small opportunities. 
 Fred Craddick puts it this way. 
 "Most of us this week will not christen a ship,  
  write a book ,end a war, appoint a cabinet,  
   dine with the queen, convert a nation, or be burned at the stake.  
    More likely the week will present no more than  
     a chance to give a cup of water, write a note,  
      visit a nursing home, attend a civic meeting,  
       teach a Sunday School class, share a meal,  
        tell a child a story, go to choir practice  
         or feed the neighbor's cat..x 
Yet whoever is faithful in very little is faithful also in much.xi 
 And oh, beloved 
  we have been entrusted with riches!  AMEN.  
 
   

i Luke 6: 24-25a New Revised Standard Version 
ii Luke 7:34; 44-47; 12:13-21 
iii Fred Craddock, Luke, Interpretation, John Knox Press, Louisville KY, 1990, p. 191. 
iv Luke 16:3 
v Michael Lewis, The Big Short: Inside the Doomsday Machine, W.W. Norton and Company, New York, 
2010. 
vi This language comes from an Olivia Truffaut-Wong in the December 11, 2015 online issue of 
Entertainment. 
vii In the film the character who represents Hockett is named Ben Rickert. The real Hockett has reportedly 
gone off the grid and lives in a house inaccessible by road in the hills of California. 
viii The comment was left on March 18th 2016 by a woman who signed herself "Nuschler" 
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ix Craddock, Op Cit, p. 190. 
x Craddock, Op Cit, p. 192. 
xi Luke 16: 10.  


